Yvonne and Hudi Barteau “fine tune training” in the Florida
Sunshine!

The 2014 trip to Florida is a short one for KYB Trainer Yvonne Barteau
due to scheduling appearances in March at the Illinois Horse Fair and
the Hoosier Horse Fair both as a clinician and performer,

Yvonne is joined by daughter Kayla "Hudi" Barteau who worked extra

hard for an early graduation from her Senior year in high school so she
could go to Florida to WORK EVEN HARDER! And is she ever!
Horses in Florida this season include:

•GP Raymeister—now solid and getting more connected in his

Grand Prix work so much so that Yvonne is looking to make it to the

Open Grand Prix Championships to add one more feather to Rays very
decorated cap.

•GP Delano is working on the Grand Prix movements, a stronger

connection and suppleness issues with Yvonne.

•Solitaire, owned by Andrea DeLeo, is in preparation for the

Developing Horse finals and also working on connection, suppleness of
the back and strength in his hind legs to carry him into the FEI arena.
•Fakjhir, a six-year-old gelding owned Jackie Pisani is a sale

prospect working on changes, schooling pirouettes and developing his

medium and extended paces, as well as starting more and more lateral
work.

Hudi has two primary projects among her other jobs:

•GP Ubilee, her entertainment and Junior Horse in 2013 is getting

ready for his first PSG.

•GP Super Crusader, a ten-year-old gelding owned by Ginna

Frantz is a great talent working on developing a show ring presence
along with sequences for the Young Rider PSG.

Wile in town Yvonne and Hudi have been invited to entertain the

crowds at the Global Dressage Forum with their exciting Lion King

Performance, a FEI Pas de Deux that will most certainly brighten the

atmosphere at the International Event.

We miss them at the barn but know they are working hard in that
Florida sunshine. Good luck to both of you.

